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Communication Styles



Jung at Heart!

Introvert Extrovert
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We’re all Different

QUICK 
RESPONSE

CONSIDERED 
RESPONSE

Introvert Extrovert



The AmiableThe Analytical

The Driver

FAST PACE

MEASURED PACE

PEOPLE FOCUSED

The Expressive

TASK FOCUSED

I want it done 
right and I 

want it done 
now!

I’ve got a 
GREAT idea!

I’ll have to 
think it over… I 

need more 
information 

We’re all in 
this together, 
so let’s work 
as a team!



Date Survey Completed: 15 February2012Name: Jenny Baker

Dear Miss Baker

This report has been produced from the responses you gave in the survey. It is important to understand that one style is not better  

than another. The purpose of the report is to learn more about yourself and others you work with, and how you can use this  

information to be more effective at work.

Relaxed/Preferred  

Environment
Driver

Analytical

Amiable  

Expressive

Pressured/Adaptive  

Environment
Driver

Analytical

Amiable  

Expressive

Your Report



Your Report

Driver

•Decisive actions and decisions

• Likescontrol

• Dislikes inaction
•Prefers maximum freedom to manage  

himself or herself and others

•Cool, independent, and competitive with  

others

•Low tolerance for feelings, attitudes,and  

advice of others

•Works quickly and impressively by  

himself/herself

• Seeks esteem and self-actualisation

• Good administrativeSkills

Strengths: Directness and ability to get  the 

job done quickly. The Driver is blunt  and 

quite assertive and, therefore, gets  fast 

results. They can generalise from  details 

quickly and see the big picture and  the 

bottomline.

Weaknesses: The weaknesses of the  

Driver grow out of the strengths in that  

they can appear abrasive, insensitive to  

other people, and not concerned about  

details.

Expressive

•Spontaneous actions and decisions

• Likes involvement

• Dislikes being alone

• Exaggerates and generalises
•Tends to dream and get others caught up  in 

his or her dreams

• Jumps from one activity to another

• Works quickly and excitingly with others

• Seeks esteem and belongingness

• Good persuasive skills

Strengths: Enthusiasm and exciting playful  

nature. They quickly win people over and get  

others caught up in their drive to accomplish a  

task. They are fun to be with and can adapt  

easily to a changingsituation.

Weaknesses: Sometimes come on toostrong  

and are seen as being artificial or put on.

Sometimes their playfulness and spontaneity is  

regarded as a lack of seriousness and  

unpredictability. Not good detail people in that  

they are easily bored by anything that tends to  be 

monotonous or has to be done alone.

Analytical

•Cautious actions and decisions

• Likes organisation and structure

• Dislikes involvement
•Asks many questions about specific  

details

•Prefers objective, task-orientated,  

intellectual work environment

•Wants to be right, therefore, over-relieson  

datacollection

•Works slowly and precisely by  

himself/herself

• Seeks security and self-actualisation

• Good problem-solvingskills

Strengths: Analytical types tend to be  

precise, efficient and well organised.  

They are task orientated and will  

persevere on what might otherwise be  

considered a boringtask.

Weaknesses: They are often seen as too  

task orientated, too cool and impersonal.  

They are suspected of not being  concerned 

about feelings because they  place so much 

emphasis on facts. They  may be perceived 

to be nitpickers who are  too much of a 

perfectionist to be effective.

Amiable

•Slow at taking action and making  

decisions

• Likes close, personal relationships

• Dislikes interpersonal conflict

• Supports and actively listens to others

• Weak at goal setting and self-direction
•Has excellent ability to gain support from  

others

• Works slowly and cohesively with others

• Seeks security and belongingness

• Good counsellingskills

Strengths: Warmth and ability to build  

meaningful relationships with others. They  

are loyal and compliant. They are  excellent 

team workers, willing to conform.

Weaknesses: Some people see them as  

too concerned about relationships to do  an 

adequate job of completing the task.  Drivers 

perceive them to be slow and  ineffective. 

Often so sensitive to the  feelings and needs 

of others that they are  unduly influenced by

them.



Driver

• Direct and self assured

• Like to get on with things

• Focused on the task

• Like control

• Results driven

• Decisive

• Competitive

• Self motivated

• Strengths

Directness and ability to get the job 

done quickly. The driver is blunt and 

quite assertive and therefore, gets 

fast results. They can generalise from 

details quickly and see the big picture 

and the bottom line.

• Weaknesses

The weaknesses of the Driver grow 

out of the strengths in that they can 

appear abrasive, insensitive to other 

people and not concerned about 

detail.



Expressive

• Spontaneous actions and decisions

• Likes involvement

• Dislikes being alone

• Exaggerates and generalises

• Tends to dream and get others 
caught up in his/her dreams

• Jumps from one activity to another

• Works quickly and excitedly with 
others

• Seeks esteem and belongingness

• Good persuasive skills

• Strengths
Enthusiastic and exciting playful 
nature. They quickly win people over 
and get others caught up in their drive 
to accomplish a task. They are fun to 
be with and can adapt easily to a 
changing situation.

• Weaknesses
Sometimes come on too strong and 
are seen as being artificial or put on. 
Sometimes their playfulness and 
spontaneity is regarded as a lack of 
seriousness and predictability. Not 
good detail people in that they are 
easily bored by anything that tends to 
be monotonous or has to be done 
alone.



• Slower at taking action and making 

decisions

• Likes close, personal relationships

• Dislikes interpersonal conflict

• Supports and actively listens to others

• Weaker at goal setting and self-
direction

• Has excellent ability to gain support 
from others

• Works slowly and cohesively with others

• Seeks security and belongingness

• Good counselling skills

• Strengths
Warmth and ability to build meaningful 
relationships with others. They are loyal 
and compliant. They are excellent team 
workers, willing to conform.

• Weaknesses
Some people see them as too 
concerned about relationships to do an 
adequate job of completing the task. 
Drivers can perceive them to be slow 
and ineffective. Often so sensitive to 
the feeling and needs of others that 
they are unduly influenced by them.

Amiable



• Cautious actions and decisions

• Likes organisation and structure

• Dislikes involvement

• Asks many questions about specific details

• Prefers objective, task-oriented, intellectual 
work environment

• Wants to be right, therefore, over-relies on 
data collection

• Works slowly and precisely by 
himself/herself

• Seeks security and self-actualisation

• Good problem-solving skills

• Strengths
Analytical types tend to be precise, efficient 
and well organised. They are task oriented 
and will persevere on what might otherwise 
be considered a boring task.

• Weaknesses
They are often seen as too task orientated, 
too cool and impersonal. They are suspected 
of not being concerned about feelings 
because they place so much emphasis on 
facts. They may be perceived to be nitpickers
who are too much of a perfectionist to be 
effective.

Analytical



Over to you

When being communicated with:

•What do you like?

•What don’t you like?

•Memorable slogan 

• Famous Person
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Diffusion of Innovation
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Are you trying to change
the minds of everyone, or just some of 

them?



Innovators
2.5%

Early 
adopters
13.5%

Early 
majority
34.0%

Laggards
16.0%

Late 
majority
34.0%

Everett Rogers: DIFFUSION OF INNOVATIONS (1961)

The curve



The characters

• Venturesome

• Cosmopolite

• Geographically 
dispersed contacts

• High tolerance of 
uncertainty and 
failure

• Well-respected 
opinion leadership

• Well integrated in 
social system

• Judicious and 
successful use of 
innovation

• Deliberate

• Highly 
interconnected 
within a peer system

• Just ahead of the 
average

Innovators
2.5%

Early 
adopters
13.5%

Early majority
34.0%

• Traditional

• Localite

• Relatively isolated

• Precarious economic 
situation

• Suspicious

• Sceptical 

• Responsive to 
economic necessity 

• Responsive to social 
norms

• Limited economic 
resources

• Low tolerance for 
uncertainty 

Laggards
16.0%

Late majority
34.0%

Everett Rogers: DIFFUSION OF INNOVATIONS (1961)



DESC 
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Asking for behaviour change 

Describe the behaviour you want changed. 

“When you …” 

Explain the effect the behaviour has on you. 

“I feel …” 

State the behaviour you would prefer. 

“What I’d prefer is …” 

Consequences of not changing behaviour, given in a non-threatening way. 

“Otherwise …” 
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Using DESC

Over to you!

1. Find a partner

2. Think of a conversation you need to have

3. Set the scene

4. Plan your DESC

5. And practice!
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Martin Clarke


